
Pre & Post Conference Courses

Sept. 6-7 and 11-14, 2022
Three-day Conference

Sept. 8-10, 2022

             

American Council of
Hypnotist Examiners

Presents

32nd International Hypnotherapy Conference

Location
Gold Coast Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada

Three-day Conference Includes

• Three Days of Special Presentations by recognized 
experts sharing their experience and speaking on a
wide variety of hypnotherapy applications for all
experience levels.

• Access to Elective Workshops. In addition to
conference registration, low-cost, results oriented three
hour workshops on a variety of subjects, each designed
to improve your professional and business skills.

• Free Admission to the Exhibitors Area, offering the
best in hypnotherapy and self-improvement books,
DVDs and other related products.

• Saturday Evening Dinner and Awards Banquet.
Admittance is included in your full conference
registration. Extra tickets for banquet and dancing may
be purchased for $65.

• Continuing Education Credit. Thirty hours (30) CE
credit from the ACHE for full 3-day conference
attendance. Certificate awarded.

• Speakers and topics subject to change without notice.

Please note: 
Audio and video recording is not permitted

at conference presentations 
and workshops.

Pre/Post-conference Courses  
Pre~
• MindBlowing Language
• Mind-Body Hypnosis
Post~
• Smoking Specialist Certification
• Earn Six Figures Working Part-time

Accommodations ~ Gold Coast Hotel. 4000 W
Flamingo Rd, Las Vegas, NV; (702) 367-7111
Discounted guest room rates with code: HYPI22C

A block of rooms has been reserved for Sept. 6-12,
2022. The special room rates will be available until
August 5, 2022, or until the group block is sold-out,
whichever comes first. Book from computer
https://www.goldcoastcasino.com/groups  OR call (888)
402-6278 with code: HYPI22C

• Many Dining Options
• Resort Pool
• Fitness Center
• Gift Shop
• Bowling
• Shuttle to Fashion Show Mall 

Airport Transportation 
• Uber, Lyft, taxi



Pre-Conference Courses: September 6-7, 2022
September 6-7
9:30 am - 5:30 pm  • Cost: $597.00 (Int)
TWO DAY - MindBlowing MindBending
Language - The Real DNA of MindBending
Communication,  Martin Castor Peterson
If I had a dollar for every time I have been asked, "how
did you do it?" after a session or demonstration, I
would be able to take a lifelong holiday!

With something as powerful and unique as this, a
system built into a conscious, unconscious language
based on the brain's neurology and the multiplied
effects that come with it. The way the tool is
communicated and taught is crucial for proper
understanding and execution.

Mindbending language is brilliant. It's simply the 
best way to put it. Used properly, it can virtually
perform linguistic miracles and create magical
moments that transform clients beyond their positive
expectations with almost lightning speed.
Martin is an ACHE approved school/instructor. Owner
of The Hypno Academy based in Denmark, Europe and
Las Vegas, NV. Received an ACHE Award for
Outstanding Professional Presentation 2018.
International celebrity performer with shows in more
than 17 countries.

September 7
9:30 am - 5:30 pm  • Cost: $245.00     (Int)
Mind-Body Hypnosis: Wellness, Recovery & Pain
Control, Dr. John Butler
In this 1-day pre-conference course, Dr. John Butler
draws on his vast experience of successfully using
hypnosis to help clients with many health problems, as
well as chronic and acute pain, and pain experienced
during surgical and medical procedures. Scientific
studies demonstrate in increasing detail that the body
and mind are one system, thoughts and emotions
greatly affect the body’s healing and regulatory
systems through numerous neurophysiological and
epigenetic pathways. Hypnosis, when it is effectively
applied, is the most powerful method of using these
pathways.

Dr. Butler’s dynamic teaching includes live
demonstrations, lectures and materials on the scientific
basis of hypnosis for the body, effective clinical methods
and practical skills training with feedback in the class.
Dr. John Butler specializes in hypnotherapy for
profound change in physical health and emotional
wellbeing, including demonstrating hypnosurgery on live
television and other media. In addition to training
hypnotherapists at his school, he has taught and
researched in medical sciences.

Conference: Thursday, September 8, 2022

Welcome Ceremony 8:45-9:20

Workshop - 9:30 am - 12:30 pm - Cost $35* (Adv)
Create Change That Sticks, Ken Guzzo
Attendees will learn how to overcome mistakes many
hypnotists make, how to ensure that you’re working
through the real problem, how to utilize the body for a
more robust transformation, and I will demonstrate the
The Guzzo Protocol, a hypnotic/neurological tapping
procedure.
Ken Guzzo is the founder of The North American
Academy of Hypnosis, the Non-Smoking Centers, and
creator of The Guzzo Protocol. Ken has helped over
10,000 people become smoke-free in one session with a
95% success rate.

Workshop - 9:30 am - 12:30 pm - Cost $35 * (Int)
Aspecting- Cooperation through Communication,
Stephanie Jaeger
Teaching individuals the revolutionary process known as
Aspecting which is a form of hypnosis that helps with
the resolution of inner conflict that can be associated
with abuse and/or trauma.
Stephanie Jaeger is a Clinical Hypnotherapist and
studied under Gil Boyne. She works with her clients on 
the development of skills in overcoming issues that keep
them from achieving their goals and dreams,
specializing in abuse and trauma.
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Presentation - 9:30 am - 10:20 am 
Be confident, Be You,  Martin Castor Peterson
Whether you're a beginner or an experienced hypnotist,
confidence plays a key role in your approach to a client
and the client's success. This talk is all about those tiny
steps everyone can do in the natural way to build up
confidence and create magical moments in all sessions
with the power of trust and passion.
Martin Castor Peterson is the owner of The Hypno
Academy based in Denmark, Europe and Las Vegas,
NV. Received an ACHE Award for Outstanding
Professional Presentation 2018. International celebrity
performer with shows in more than 17 countries.

Presentation - 10:30 am - 11:20 am 
Medical Hypnotherapy for Multiple Sclerosis - A
Case Study, Eva Clark
This presentation will review lessons learned from a
decade studying the effective use of medical
hypnotherapy on symptoms of multiple sclerosis.
Eva M Clark has a full-time practice working with
chronic disease. She teaches other practitioners how to
work in this field using advanced methods in
hypnotherapy, NLP, and parts work. Eva has extensive
experience with multiple sclerosis.

Presentation - 11:30 am - 12:20 pm 
Teaching Groups: Practice Building That Pays
YOU, Katherine Zimmerman
You can easily bring in $250 per hour by teaching
groups. Do you earn that from your private clients?
Teaching can help you whether you are just starting
your practice or would like to attract more clients. Earn
a profit while becoming well known in your
community. Would you like an opportunity to educate
groups of people about the benefits of hypnosis? You
can accomplish all this and more by teaching workshops
both in person and online.

At least 30% of my students book private sessions
following a workshop! They also buy products,
increasing their success and boosting revenue. They
recommend the workshop to their co-workers, friends
and family, which is free advertising for your business.
Katherine Zimmerman, an internationally-known
author and speaker, Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Reiki Master, and EFT Practitioner. Katherine is the
Director of the California Hypnotherapy Academy and
a former guest lecturer for UC Davis Medical Center. 

Lunch - 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm 

Workshop - 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - $35* 
Using Parts Work in Trance, Eva Clark
Hypnosis is used frequently to create suggestions for
change - putting new information and behaviors INTO
the subconscious mind. It is also a powerful tool to get
information OUT of the subconscious mind. Parts work
is an effective method for doing this.

Learn how to do Parts work in trance. This method
can bring clarity to the underlining messages your client's
subconscious has been communicating through their
presenting problems and symptoms.
Eva M Clark has a full-time practice working with
chronic disease. She teaches other practitioners how to
work in this field using advanced methods in
hypnotherapy, NLP, and parts work. Eva has extensive
experience with multiple sclerosis.

Workshop - 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - $35* 
From Pain to Gain, Liza Boubari
We all suffer from some sort of Pain. To Heal Within…
you are only ONE thought away from transforming from
PAIN to GAIN - You Matter.  Some suffer from physical
pain, others go through mental anguish and many suffer
from what we now know as emotional pain. Emotional
pain is pain or hurt that originates from non-physical
sources. This psychological pain can be intense and
significantly affect many different areas of your life.
Personal growth and development is a transformational
process in our physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual,
and/or social state.
Liza earned her Clinical Hypnotherapy Certification
from the Hypnotism Training Institute of Glendale in
1996. A motivational speaker, author, she is also a
Certified Stress Management Counselor, Anger
Management, and Domestic Abuse Consultant.

Presentation - 2:00 pm - 2:50 pm 
Looking Back, Going Forward, Waxkirsh/Lumaire
Regression therapy has become a classic format in
hypnotherapy. By looking back at the history of this
technique we understand where it came from, how it
evolved and how it became the success it is today.

We start from the first experiments made in France at
the end of the 18th century with the Marquis de
Puysségur, as well as the imaginationists, De Faria,
Hénin de Cuvillers and Bertrand. Onward to England to
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see the likes of Elliotson and Dickens and conclude our
travels in the 20th century USA with Quimby, Elman,
Boyne and Churchill. Taking on board some of the epic
adventures, studies, and wisdom of these forerunners we
get to learn the subtleties and strategies of this
therapeutic method.
Sharon Waxkirsh and Dr Brice Lemaire have made
joint presentations for ACHE, Hypnosummit,
Hypnodontics Summit and DEHI. Both run
hypnotherapy schools with a combined knowledge of
almost 40 years experience, their background training
includes Boyne, Butler, Kein and McGill.

Presentation - 3:00 pm - 3:50 pm 
Heart and Brain Coherence for Creating States of
Excellence, Heather Solarie
More and more analytical research is emerging on daily
basis to support the theories regarding the power of
heart and brain coherence, to create personal and
synchronized states of excellence. This presentation will
share the importance of understanding and utilizing this
technology and the benefits it provides in any type of
hypnotherapy practice and with all types of issues.

Specific techniques will be presented for voluntary
group participation to provide a personalized first-hand
experience of these simple yet highly powerful and
versatile technologies.
Creating breakthroughs for 30+ years Heather Solarie
is a certified Clinical Hypnotherapist and Professional
Hypnotherapy Instructor, Certified in NLP, Liberation
Breathing and a Licensed Massage Therapist. Heather

Trained with Gil Boyne, Tim Simmerman, Dr.
Alexander Lowen and Sondra Ray.

Presentation - 4:00 pm - 4:50 pm    
Instant Insight: Make Those Deep Connections!
Joan Courtney
You meet someone and realize... they get you! You feel
heard. And seen. And valued. But how do they do that?
Come learn skills for deep on-the-spot connection
through instant insight. Discover which of the 7
personalities you are, discern character framing, and
how to determine a personality profile. You can quickly
begin to recognize specific traits in yourself and others.
Knowing these similarities and differences will allow
you to meet people where they are, and appreciate what
they have to offer. 

Along with personal stories of success, a handout
will be provided for your use. This is a fun-filled,
interactive, practical presentation, giving you powerful
tools to make those deep connections.
Having over 35 years of experience, Joan Courtney is a
clinical hypnotherapist and an NLP practitioner. She
specializes in anxiety, depression, and trauma. She has
successfully used this ease in communication to quickly
connect with clients, family/friends, and the public.

* * *
No need to miss a talk ~ After the conference 

you can buy the audio recording!

Conference: Friday, September 9, 2022
8:30 - 9:20 am - ACHE Members’ Meeting
Executive Director, Dr. John Butler 

Workshop - 9:30 am - 12:30 pm - Cost $35* 
PTSD: Discovering and Releasing the Symptoms,
Joan Courtney
Since COVID arrived, PTSD has become a buzz word
these days, not just in therapeutic settings but in
everyday life. Just what is PTSD? What are the reasons
causing this condition? How do you as a hypnotherapist
identify when someone has this malady? What
specifically do you do then?

Come learn about the symptoms of PTSD, and the
many areas where hypnotherapy and NLP can help.
During this workshop, two NLP processes will be

explored and demonstrated. This course is practical and
hands-on. By the time you leave, you will know how to
best help your clients achieve their goals.
Having over 35 years of experience, Joan Courtney is
a clinical hypnotherapist and an NLP practitioner. She
specializes in anxiety, depression, and trauma/PTSD.
She has worked with veterans and others affected by
PTSD for over 20 years.

Workshop - 9:30 am - 12:30 pm - Cost $35* 
Heroes of Hypnosis, Waxkirsh/Lumaire
We stand on the shoulders of some of the great mind
and body explorers…. Paracelsus, Greatrakes, Hell,
Faria, Braid, Mesmer, Charcot, Elman and Boyne……
to name but a few. But what do we really know about
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their experiments of the trance state and how they
achieved it? What would it be like to employ the
techniques that they created for the world of trance and
healing?

Their discoveries have become the foundations of
modern-day hypnotic inductions, now our staple in
hypnotherapy and stage performance.
We invite you to an archeological dig, venturing into the
construction process of past hypnotic inductions.

This workshop is a totally interactive practical
experience of historic inductions, including vintage film
footage from some of the masters of the 20th century.
Sharon Waxkirsh and Dr Brice Lemaire have made
joint presentations for ACHE, Hypnosummit,
Hypnodontics Summit and DEHI. Both run
hypnotherapy schools with a combined knowledge of
almost 40 years experience, their background training
includes Boyne, Butler, Kein and McGill.

Presentation - 9:30 am - 10:20 am 
Past Life Regression with The Higher Self, Keli
Raymond
Past life regression is a profound and healing
experience. So many of our clients seek our help feeling
“stuck” in their lives, unfulfilled and uncertain of the
direction they need to go in order to find true happiness.
We all come into our lifetime with a Soul Purpose.
When we are on that path, we are aligned with purpose
driven work, joyful relationships and internal
fulfillment. 

This process facilitates past life experiences that
reflect insights to one’s “Soul Theme” and presents a
unique dialogue on a Soul level that provides the
information they are searching for, realigning them with
on their authentic path that leads to ultimate life
fulfillment.
Keli Raymond is a Master Hypnotic Coach & Psychic
Medium. She's the owner of Pathway Hypnotherapy &
Intuitive Counseling, LLC. Keli’s work was featured on
the show “I Am Jazz", successfully guiding Jazz
Jennings to lose 30 lbs in preparation for surgery.

Presentation - 10:30 am - 11:20 pm 
Emotional Clearing: Finding the Window Within,
Patricia Reynolds Sørbye
Many troubling concerns contain powerful emotional
components to be addressed for real change to happen:
mental blocks, fears, stresses, anxiousness, poor

self-esteem, reactivity, anger, and more. Suggestions
alone may not be enough with long-term, deep-seated
emotional issues that have tripped the client up –
sometimes for decades. The good news is what casts the
shadow of strong emotion shifts neatly with a creative
blend of hypnotic techniques.

This training helps a client who's suffered from an
old story for a very long time. Here are simple, effective
elements that can lead to a lighter, clearer, and more
focused life for the client. My hope is that this helps to
cultivate dependable success for you and your client in
a very rewarding aspect of our work.
Patricia Reynolds Sørbye is a Certified Clinical
Hypnotherapist, and Instructor at Hypnotherapy
Training Institute, with 18 years in private practice in
Oakland, California. Member ACHE Board of
Directors. Conducted thousands of sessions of
emotional clearing, resilience strengthening, and
resource support.

Presentation - 11:30 am - 12:20 pm 
Secrets of a Stage Hypnotist, Michael DeSchalit
Clinical hypnotists often think that stage hypnosis is bad
for business. In this presentation I will change your
mind, or at least how you view stage hypnosis and how
it relates to our profession. I will reveal some of the
secrets that every stage hypnotist knows and does in
their show that actually help our profession. You don't
want to miss this.
Michael C. DeSchalit is a full time clinical and stage
hypnotist. He has been practicing clinical hypnosis for
19 years and runs a successful practice entirely online.
He works with high end clients specializing in
confidence, self-esteem.

Lunch - 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm 

Workshop - 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Cost $35* 
Core Change Through Analytical Hypnotherapy,
John Butler
Analytical hypnotherapy gives us powerful knowledge
and skills for client change.  The key teachings of how
energy is transformed through cognitive, emotional and
physical expression, are central to Dr. Butler's training
methods and to the remarkable results he consistently
achieves in his work as a therapist. 

In this workshop, Dr. Butler demonstrates and
teaches core skills of analytical hypnotherapy, guiding
the client to uncover and address the deepest level of
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emotional problems and negative beliefs, to produce
radically new understandings and highly constructive
integration of changes at spiritual, emotional and
cognitive levels.
Learn to master the full range of this powerful therapy.
Dr. John Butler specializes in hypnotherapy for
profound change in physical health and emotional
wellbeing, including demonstrating hypnosurgery on
live television and other media. In addition to training
hypnotherapists at his school, he has taught and
researched in medical sciences.

Workshop - 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Cost $35* (Adv)
Trauma Reversal: Reduce and Eliminate Fears,
Phobias and Anxiety, Heather Solarie
Fears, phobias and anxiety are a result of some form of
trauma which impresses itself upon the client mentally,
emotionally and/or physically. During this technique a
powerful information reintegration occurs throughout
the central nervous system providing the client with
effective reduction and often times complete
elimination of fears, phobias or anxiety. This
technology has been adapted from NLP for a seamless
integration into hypnotherapy. It can be used as a
standalone technique or within other traditional
hypnotherapy modalities such as parts therapy or
regression therapy. This workshop will include group
and individual interactive lecture and demonstration.
Creating breakthroughs for 30+ years, Heather Solarie
is a certified Clinical Hypnotherapist and Professional
Hypnotherapy Instructor, Certified in NLP, Liberation
Breathing and a Licensed Massage Therapist. Heather
Trained with Gil Boyne, Tim Simmerman, Dr.
Alexander Lowen and Sondra Ray.

Presentation - 2:00 pm - 2:50 pm  
Overcoming the Imposter Syndrome, Liza Boubari
If you’ve ever felt like an imposter at work, you’re not
alone. Did you know anywhere from 9 to 82 percent of
people report having thoughts along these lines at some
point? Many focused on accomplished, successful men
and women go through this daily. It's become clear that
imposter syndrome can affect anyone in any profession,
from graduate students to top executives.
Liza Boubari is a Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Stress and Anger Management Counselor, Domestic
Abuse Consultant, Action Coach as well as a successful,
multifaceted entrepreneur.

Presentation - 3:00 pm - 3:50 pm 
Athletic Enhancement, Keith O’Neill
Successful athletes must be disciplined and dedicated to
doing what's necessary to stay in top physical condition.
However, the best and most successful athletes
understand it's vital to be mentally prepared. Their
mental preparation or lack thereof is the difference
between mediocrity and greatness. Keith O'Neill is an
athlete, coach and has worked with professional, and
Division 1 athletes in many different athletic endeavors
to stay motivated, focused and overcome emotional and
mental issues that keep them from excelling in their
respective sport. This interactive presentation will give
you information and strategies on how to work with
athletes, how to connect with potential clients and
expand your practice.
Keith O’Neill Ph.D. is a Father, Author, Self-Esteem
Coach, Hypnotherapist, Speaker and the survivor of a
life-threatening head injury. Clients include; adults,
children, teens, well-known celebrities, professional
athletes, and some of the biggest and most successful
companies in the world.

Presentation - 4:00 pm - 4:50 pm (Adv)
The Cat in the Library Learns to Read, Gordon
Francis
We all see only a glimpse of what is really going on,
just like a cat in a library. What if the cat were to learn
to read, and so have the ability to dive into the wonder
and majesty hidden in the books? Reality would shift
for her in a startling way! And the cat would never be
the same. As hypnotherapists, we help our cats learn to
read: to recognize their deepest nature, and their
connection to Experience. This presentation is about
these things. Discovery. Wonder. And most importantly,
Belonging.
Gordon Francis has practised as a hypnotherapist for
20 years. I have a kind heart. Most of my clients have
good outcomes and like me. I intend to make a
meaningful difference for people, and for our place here
(the planet).

Friday Night 7:00 pm
Network, relax and be entertained. New attendees will
be introduced, and you will have a chance to mingle
with and get to know your A.C.H.E. Board members. 
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C o n f e re n c e : Sat u rd ay , Se p t e m b e r 10, 2 02 2
Workshop - 9:30 am - 12:30 pm - Cost: $35* 
Re-Vison 2.0, Katherine Zimmerman
The Re-Vision Process comes as a gift from Spirit.
This revised and upgraded process combines hypnosis,
energy work and a simple application of the Emotional
Freedom Techniques along with learning how to create
the energy you desire. This is an updated version with
a whole new method of approaching a higher
vibrational state.
No one process magically heals everything, but there
are dependable benefits clients will most likely
experience, including
• A deep sense of happiness and contentment
• Increased sense of freedom
• Greater ease in relating to others
• A deeper spiritual connection
• A greater sense of lightness and clarity

You can apply this process to almost anything.
Besides the overall sense of well being, each client
experiences a significant shift toward achieving their
goal.
Katherine Zimmerman, an internationally-known
author and speaker, Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Reiki Master, and EFT Practitioner. Katherine is the
Director of the California Hypnotherapy Academy and
a former guest lecturer for the University of California
Medical Center, Davis.

Workshop - 9:30 am - 12:30 pm - Cost: $35* 
Keys to Making Your First, Best and Lasting
Impression, Keith O’Neill
Starting and growing a successful Hypnotherapy
practice can be challenging, and requires a
commitment of time, energy and focus. How you use
that time, energy and focus, as well as the impression
you make while networking through social media,
advertising in traditional media or in-person will have
a profound effect on your success. 

In this interactive, and fun workshop you will learn
strategies on how to present the best version of
yourself to attract and maintain clients and how to
breakdown false myths about Hypnotherapy that may
keep you from earning the trust of potential clients.
Keith will walk you through and give you information
on how to create a 20 to  30-minute presentation from
start to finish that you can present to service clubs or
corporate Lunch and Learns to gain clients.

Keith O’Neill Ph.D. is a Father, Author, Self-Esteem
Coach, Hypnotherapist, Speaker and the survivor of a
life-threatening head injury. Clients include; adults,
children, teens, well-known celebrities, professional
athletes, and some of the biggest and most successful
companies in the world.

Presentation - 9:30 am - 10:20 am 
Unleashing the Power of Metaphors, Roger Dent
The right metaphors can generate powerful images in
the minds of clients and give you amazing results with
each session. Are you using metaphors and analogies
with clients, though finding that you aren't getting the
response you expect? Do you rely on scripts to generate
ideas and structure your sessions? This brief
presentation will show you how clients often give you
clues that guide your session to success, when
open-ended imagery may be more effective than
specific images, and certain "go-to" metaphors that
always get a positive response. Learn methods to
determine which metaphors will elicit the best response
from your client.
Roger Cooper Dent is a certified Clinical
Hypnotherapist and member of the American Council of
Hypnotist Examiners since 2010. He has published
multiple articles on the use of metaphors and guided
imagery in hypnosis.

Presentation - 10:30 am - 11:20 am 
Trees, Lakes Feathers and Farms: Creating
Sanctuary, Anna Kato
Moving from an induction into a sanctuary, a place real
or imagined, clients experience the wisdom of their
subconscious mind rapidly. Through this process clients
learn to trust themselves to return to their sanctuary in
which they experience a state of focused awareness for
any purpose, especially when they want to change
unwanted feelings, or unwanted behaviors in their daily
lives.The presentation includes a case study and a
personal experience of moving into your sanctuary.
Anna Kato's background in multicultural education,
teacher education, and counselor education led her to
become a hypnotherapist after retiring from university
teaching, Hypnotherapy affords her a deeply
meaningful way to continue contributing to people's
well-being.
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Presentation - 11:30 am - 12:20 pm 
Becoming the Best Smoking Cessation Specialist,
Ken Guzzo
Let’s pack in as much content as time allows, that
directly impacts your practice. Learn how I’ve helped
over 10,000 people become smoke-free in one session,
charging over $700 per session, with a 95% success
rate, 100% referral for more than 10 years!

Attendees will learn how to build toward a 100%
referral practice, how to increase their success rate with
clients, How to build impact into their sessions, how to
create instant credibility in a three minute greeting,
And how to turn their clients into enthusiastic referrers.

Ken Guzzo is the founder of The North American
Academy of Hypnosis, the Non-Smoking Centers, and
creator of The Guzzo Protocol. Ken has helped over
10,000 people become smoke-free in one session with
a 95% success rate..

Lunch - 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm 

Workshop - 2:00 - 5:00 pm - Cost $35* 

Transformation Through Emotional Clearing
Regression, Randal Churchill 

Hypnotic regression often provides an opportunity for
powerful therapy. Some therapists limit the
possibilities for healing by a standard procedure of
emotionally detaching the client during regression.
However, openness to the subconscious emotions,
when appropriate, can frequently offer greater potential
for more profound transformation. Processes such as
the affect bridge and Gestalt can facilitate access to the
emotions during the process of more comprehensive
work. 

This workshop includes a live demonstration and an
overview of methods of working with regression,
emphasizing Churchill's 15 Steps in Emotional
Clearing Regression. The use of ideomotor methods
will be explored, including as a means of guidance.
The subject of recovered memories will be addressed,
including issues of responsibilities of the therapist and
how to avoid influencing memories.

Randal Churchill is past President of the ACHE. He is
founder and Director of the Hypnotherapy Training
Institute, one of the first state-licensed hypnotherapy

schools (1978) and author of Regression Hypnotherapy,
Become the Dream and Catharsis in Regression
Hypnotherapy.

Workshop - 2:00 - 5:00 pm - Cost $35* 

The Success Mindset Workshop, Martin Castor

What difference would it make to you if you had the
power of connecting to a true passion in all phases of
life? What if the successes and failures experienced so
far can thrust you into even more success through a
straightforward structure? These advanced tools will
definitely change your world's perspective, even through
a small workshop like this. I've created a simple process
to help anyone breakthrough and become their true
passion. I will guide you through all the steps.

Martin Castor Peterson is the owner of The Hypno
Academy based in Denmark, Europe and Las Vegas,
NV. Received an ACHE Award for Outstanding
Professional Presentation 2018. International celebrity
performer with shows in more than 17 countries. 

Presentation - 2:00 - 2:50 pm 

Dowsing in Hypnotherapy, Patrick Singleton

This talk explains what Dowsing is, and how you can
use it to increase your effectiveness with clients in a
way that is very powerful and reliable. It can help you
assess clients before you work with them, and even
determine what things will most likely need to be
addressed right away, to ensure that what you do will
have the greatest benefit and be fully received and
accepted. It can even be used as you work with clients,
giving you the truth or accuracy of what they say, and
even help you eliminate unnecessary steps during a
process. Very powerful!

Patrick has been teaching NLP and Hypnotherapy to
students from all over the world since 1997.He’s
presented at many conferences in the US, and maintains
a thriving private practice in Santa Fe, NM, where he
also teaches Inner Mind-Sourcing.

* * *

No need to miss a talk ~ After the conference 

you can buy the audio recording!
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Presentation - 3:00 - 3:50 pm 

The Neuroscience of Rapid Anxiety Relief, Kevin
Cole

During this fast paced workshop you will learn how to
help your clients better understand their brain... "Why"
they experience anxiety... And most importantly... How
to Rapidly Relieve It!

For over 26 years, Kevin Cole has been helping
individuals overcome personal challenges from their
past, learn and experience how to live passionately in
the present, and ultimately discover and live their true
purpose in life.

Presentation - 4:00 - 4:50 pm 

Panel: Anything Hypnotherapy Q & A

7:00 pm - 12:00 am

Saturday Evening Banquet

Awards Banquet. This will be an unforgettable night
filled with fun, food, and friends. Admittance is
included in your full conference registration. Extra
tickets to the banquet may be purchased for $65.

*Workshop price $35 + full conference registration.

Post-conference

September 11, 2022 

9:30 am - 5:30 pm  • Cost: $497.00

Earn Six-Figures Working Part-time, Keli
Raymond

Learn how to earn a six-figure income by incorporating
my proprietary "I-AM" system. It provides a foundation
to grow your private practice, earning the income you
deserve, all while becoming a more effective
Hypnotherapist, providing your clients with
transformative outcomes. Sounds  too good to be true?
Not only is it true, my system is probably easier than
what you’re doing now! 

In this presentation, you will learn "the business of
business" and come away with the tools you need to
earn the income you desire within 12 months.

Keli Raymond is a Master Hypnotic Coach & Psychic
Medium. She's the owner of Pathway Hypnotherapy &
Intuitive Counseling, LLC. Keli’s work was featured on
the show “I Am Jazz", successfully guiding Jazz
Jennings to lose 30 lbs in preparation for surgery.

September 11-14, 2022

9:30 am - 5:30 pm  •  Cost: $2,997 

Smoking Cessation Specialist Certification, Ken
Guzzo

Become the most effective Smoking Cessation
specialist in your area! Specialize, and the world will be
the path to your door. 

In this course you will learn how to build a 100%
referral practice, earning $2-$3,000 per day, with a 90
to 95% success rate, booked up to two months in
advance.

Ken Guzzo is the founder of The North American
Academy of Hypnosis, the Non-Smoking Centers, and
creator of The Guzzo Protocol. Ken has helped over
10,000 people become smoke-free in one session with
a 95% success rate.

* * * * *

Register Today!

https://hypnotistexaminers.org/2022-confer
ence-registration/ 
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